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EDGames is an online educational games platform. It is part
of the EDLounge e-learning resource. Its aim is to help

students through fun and engaging game-based learning.
There are over 70 games in our library that are linked to

core and non-core subjects and topics. 
 

Each game is also linked to a specific topic. Some of these are linked to several topics and are labelled 
in this booklet as covering ‘Multiple Topics’. Below is a list of the topics that you can choose from for
this category of game.

Each game in our library is linked to one or more of the following subjects :

1 - 12 times table
1 times table
2 times table
3 times table
4 times table
5 times table
6 times table
7 times tables
8 times table
9 times table
10 time table
11 times table
12 times table
Addition
Addition 1-20
Addition by
Aerobic and anaerobic fitness 
Alcohol 
Amateur and professional 
Blood 
Bone composition terminology 
Bones and muscles 
Bones 
Capital cities of the world
Carbo loading
Circulatory system 
Coaching 
Comparing novice and professional 
sports performers
Diet 
Drugs
Energy and energy transfers
Energy stores, transfers and 
transformations 

Energy systems 
European capital cities
European countries and capital cities
Explore atomic structure and the 
periodic table
Explore cells organs and genes
Explore substances and chemical 
reactions
Factors affecting participation 
Fitness 
General Intro to PE 
Goal setting 
Health and fitness 
Health related fitness 
Heart rate, stroke volume, and cardiac 
output 
Highest or lowest number
Homeostasis, Nerves and Hormones
Information processing model
Injuries in sport 
Joints in the body 
Lactic acid and oxygen debt 
Levers 
Long term effects 
Media in sport 
More than or less than
Motivation 
Multiplication
Multiplying decimals
Muscle fibre
Muscles
Number representation
Nutrition
Odds and evens 

Olympics 
Open and closed skills 
Order question
Respiratory system 
Rounding up or down
Safety 
Shape: Number of sides
Skeletal system 
Skill and feedback 
Skill 
Smarter principles 
Smoking 
Somatotypes and sporting examples
Sponsorship
Sport and FITT
Square numbers
Subtracting 10's
Subtraction
Synovial joint
Towns and cities in the United 
Kingdom
Training 
Triangles
Vowels or consonants
Warm up - cool down and stretching 
exam 
Weight 
World wide countries and capitals
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pg. 13..............Pack ‘N’ Go  
pg. 14......................Pengo  
pg. 15...........Shape Mania  

Shapes pg. 6........Break Through
pg. 6............Bubble Drop
pg. 9......................Fly By

pg. 8..........Dominumbers
pg. 9..............Flight Math
pg. 10.......Game On Darts

pg. 10............Hole Shapes

pg. 10............Hole Shapes
pg. 12........Money Matcher
pg. 16.........Shoot the Fruit

pg. 14..........Piece of Cake

pg. 5..........Balloon TimesMultiplication

pg. 15............Robot AttackNumber Bonds
Percentages

pg. 5....................Bounce
pg. 14..........Prime Bandits

Prime Numbers

pg. 15.........Rolling Rolling
pg. 18................Wild Card

Probability

Angles pg. 4
pg. 13

..........360° Defence

.................Paperpult  
pg. 13..............Pack ‘N’ Go  

pg. 13..............Pack ‘N’ Go  

Addition pg. 4
pg. 5
pg. 8
pg. 10
pg. 10
pg. 12

.................Add It Up

..........Bowled Crazy

..........Dominumbers

pg. 8..........Dominumbers

.......Game On Darts

............Hole Shapes

pg. 10............Hole Shapes

........Money Matcher

pg. 12........Money Matcher
pg. 17...................Tillicious

pg. 12........Money Matcher

pg. 12............Number Blox
pg. 13..Paint Sum Pictures
pg. 16.........Shoot the Fruit

pg. 16.........Shoot the Fruit
pg. 14..........Piece of Cake

pg. 14..............PeriscopED
pg. 14...............Plot to Plot

Coordinates
pg. 16....................ShelvedCharts

Division

Equivalent
Fractions

pg. 14..........Piece of CakeFractions
pg. 8......................EdokuInequalities

Money

pg. 11.......Javelin ThrowerEstimation

pg. 11.......Javelin ThrowerDistance

Spelling pg. 4................Alphonics

pg. 17...........Spell-o-rama
pg. 17..........Spell-o-vision

pg. 6...................Bridged
pg. 12....Magically Qwerty
pg. 16...........Spelling Bee
pg. 16...........Spelling Bee 

           Repollinated

Verbs

Sentences pg. 7...........Cat’s Phrase
Nouns

Grammar pg. 10...Grammar Cannon
Adjectives pg. 10...................Hooked

pg. 10...................Hooked

pg. 10...................Hooked
Word 
Construction

pg. 19..............Word Drop

Word 
Identification

pg. 18...........Word Comic

pg. 19..........Word Crunch

pg. 18...........Word Comic 
           Picture Plus

Nonsense
Words

pg. 9........Frantic Fishing

English
English

MathsMaths

This is a list of the other topics that are covered in our games
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Science

Coding pg. 13..................Pathode

Viruses pg. 11..................Infection

Internet 
Security

pg. 11..................Infection

Atoms pg. 5................Atom Lab
Alkalis pg. 9.....................Fly By
Acids pg. 9.....................Fly By

Balance pg. 5.......Balance Bridge

Elements pg. 5.................Atom Lab
Energy

Metals pg. 9.....................Fly By

Magnetism pg. 12.....Magnet Mayhem
Materials pg. 12.....Magnet Mayhem

Nutrition pg. 11................KebabED

Senses pg. 6...........Bubble Drop

Reflection pg. 17..........Temple of Ra

Solar System pg. 16......Space Explorer

Speed & Time pg. 8.....Feed the Speed

pg. 9.....Feed the Speed
    Ice Truck Racing

Wave Types pg. 16..................Shelved

Planets pg. 6...........Bubble Drop
pg. 16......Space Explorer

Circuits pg. 6............Bubble Drop

Blood
Circulation

pg. 7................Circulator

pg. 13.............Pack ‘N’ Go  
pg. 16...................Shelved

pg. 16...................Shelved

pg. 15...........Shape Prints  
pg. 17.......................TiltED  

Subtraction pg. 6........Break Through

Time pg. 7.................Chicago’s
pg. 8.......Cracking Clocks

Times Tables pg. 7.................Chicago’s

Triangles pg. 18..............Triangulate
Weights pg. 5........Balance Bridge

pg. 8..........Dominumbers

pg. 9..............Flight Math

pg. 10.......Game On Darts
pg. 10............Hole Shapes
pg. 12........Money Matcher
pg. 13..Paint Sum Pictures
pg. 16.........Shoot the Fruit

pg. 5..........Balloon Times

ICTICT

Science

Geography Geography

Oui!

MFL MFL

Food Studies
Food Studies

Nutrition pg. 11................KebabED
pg. 13.............Pack ‘N’ Go  

Food pg. 9.....................Fly By
pg. 9..........Food Factory
pg. 11............Kebab Hero
pg. 11................KebabED

French pg. 11.Language Luggage
German pg. 11.Language Luggage
Italian pg. 11.Language Luggage
Spanish pg. 11.Language Luggage

pg. 13.............Pack ‘N’ Go  

Compasses
Coordinates pg. 6....Buccaneer Booty

pg. 6....Buccaneer Booty

Maps pg. 6....Buccaneer Booty

Flags pg. 11................KebabED



360º Defence

The Earth is under attack from invading aliens! They must be 
stopped! Use angles to destroy the enemies in this tower defence 
game. Build and upgrade your towers to save the planet from 
invaders.

Alien Escape

Aliens have broken out of their cells at Moon prison Alpha. As a 
guard you need to stop them from escaping. Answer questions to 
arm yourself with the latest in paintball technology. Stop as many 
waves of aliens from escaping as possible.

Archer Ace

Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this all-time classic carnival game. 
Answer questions to gain arrows and then shoot the moving targets. 
Simply try and get the highest score with the arrows available to you. 
How many bullseyes can you get?

Test your mental agility with this fast paced adding game. Create 
number chains to reach a target score as quickly as possible. 

Add It Up

Time to get out your old letter blocks. This is a simple spelling and 
phonics based game that will test your language skills. Using your 
letter blocks you will need to correctly name as many objects as 
possible before you run out of time.

Alphonics

Maths

Maths

English

Geography

Subject/s:

Subject/s: Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s: Angles

Addition

Spelling

Multiple Topics

Multiple Topics

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

ScienceMaths
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

PE

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Atom Lab

Welcome to the atom lab. In this game you need to build requested 
atoms. In the atom building business time is money so you need to 
make as many atoms as possible within a time limit.

Balloon Times

This light-hearted balloon game will test your times tables 
knowledge. Groups of numbered balloons will appear and a target 
times table to complete. You simply need to pop the right balloons in 
the right order for as many target times tables as possible.

Bowled Crazy

Break through the tiles to reveal images and questions in this game 
of skill and knowledge. Use one ball or risk them all in the pursuit of 
points. 3 game modes to test your knowledge while you smash tiles 
using various power-up balls.

Welcome to Edopolis, the city famous for its unique balancing bridges. 
In order to cross these bridges you will need to balance them correctly 
using a collection of weights. If the weights don’t match then you may 
be in for a fall. Hope you’re not scared of heights.

Balance Bridge

Help Sketch navigate his way up the The Page in this balloon 
bouncing game. You need to bounce on correct balloons in order to 
progress higher. Don’t land on any incorrect ones though or you might 
be in for a hard landing. Try and get as high up The Page as you can. 
You never know, you might get to the top.

Bounce

Elements & Atoms

Weights & Balancing

Prime Numbers

Multiplication & Times 
Tables

Basic Arithmetic

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:
Maths

Science

Science

Subject/s:

Maths

Maths

Subject/s:

Maths
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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Break Through

Break through the tiles to reveal images and questions in this game 
of skill and knowledge. Use one ball or risk them all in the pursuit of 
points. 3 game modes to test your knowledge while you smash tiles 
using various power-up balls.

Bubble Drop

In Bubble Drop you need to make chains of matching pictures and 
accumulate as many points as possible. Larger scores can be 
gained by creating longer picture chains. 

Camel Racing

It's time to race! Test yourself in this classic mechanical fairground 
game. Answer multiple choice questions to earn throwing balls. Use 
the balls to hit the target area to make your racer move. Use both 
speed and skill to beat the other racers.

In a strange and mysterious mountain pass, crossing rivers is done a 
little differently. Here you will need to spell bridges in order to construct 
them. Try and cross as many rivers as possible before your fuel runs 
out. Be careful though, as any incorrectly spelled bridges will break 
when you try to cross them and you’ll end up floating down the river.

Bridged

Argggghhh! Avast ye landlubbers! In this game there be treasure 
waiting for an enterprising pirate to find. It just so happens that you 
have the map and a pack of clues to help you find them. Use your 
geographic knowledge of maps and coordinates to decipher the clues 
and discover the loot.

Buccaneer Booty

English

Geography

Geography

Multiple Topics

Shapes

Spelling

Coordinates, Compasses
& Map Reading

Shapes, Food, Flags, 
Planets, Numbers, Senses,
Circuits etc.

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Science

Maths
Subject/s:

Maths
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Cat’s Phrase

Ladies and gentlemen welcome to the new game show... Cat’s 
Phrase. Join Tommy Tomcat for a night where anyone can be a 
winner. In this game show Tommy will give you a sentence where he 
has left out every alternate word. All you need to do is fill in the 
blanks from a list of possible answers.

Circulator

In this pipe puzzle game you need to correctly connect the flow of 
blood from the heart to particular organs. Link oxygenated blood 
(red pipes) to an organ so it can continue to function properly. You 
also need to link the deoxygenated blood (blue pipes) from the organ 
back to the heart. Make a complete blood circuit to keep the body 
working.

Coconutted

Roll up, roll up! Test your skills at the coconut shy in this all time 
classic carnival game. Answer questions to gain ammunition and try 
to knock down as many coconuts as possible. 

You are a personal shopper under the employment of the brand new 
Chicago’s Mall. Your job is to quickly navigate the mall and collect 
specific items for clients. Get through as many client shopping lists as 
possible before your shift is over.

Chicago’s

Test your mental capabilities in this brain training game. The aim of the 
game is to select the correct colours for falling words. You have to 
either select the colour that a word says or select what colour the 
words are. Prepare to have your brain stretched! 

Coloured Words

Multiple Topics

Sentence Structure

Time Management

Colours & Word 
Recognition

Blood CirculationTopic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:
Maths

English

English

Science

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Cracking Clocks

Time locked vaults are the latest rage in treasure security. They can
only be opened by matching the time ‘codes’ of both the analogue 
and digital clock locks. You need to try and open as many of these 
vaults a possible within a given time limit. How much gold can you 
collect? 

Dominumbers

A simple maths game that tests your addition, subtraction, division 
and multiplication using dominoes. Your goal is to create the longest 
domino chain possible within a time limit.

Feed the Speed

It's time to put the pedal to the metal in this high-octane racer. The 
aim is simple; get around the track in the fastest time possible. Go 
the distance, become a champion and above all else.... 'feed the 
speed!'

Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this all time classic carnival game. 
Answer questions to gain ammunition then shoot down as many 
targets as possible. 

Duck Shoot

Edoku is an alternative take on a classic brain training game. You will 
need to complete grids where each row and column has to be filled in
with numbers between 1 and 9. Numbers cannot repeat in a row or 
column and must match up to the inequality symbols on each grid.

Edoku

Speed & Time

Analogue & Digital Time

Multiple Topics

Inequalities

Subtraction, Addition, 
Division & MultiplicationTopic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Maths

Maths

Maths

Science

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Feed the Speed: Ice Truck Racing

Put your pedal to the metal in this second vehicular installment... Ice 
Truck Racing. As a high speed trucker your aim is to deliver cargo to 
the neighbouring villages in a frozen tundra. Race the clock, deliver 
the goods and as always.... 'feed the speed!' 

Fly By

Good morning recruits! Your mission, if you are daring enough to 
accept it, is to liberate vital supplies from the villainous enemy. You 
must liberate the correct supplies that HQ has specified. Avoid other 
supplies as they are surely sabotaged. Tally-Ho and chocks away! 

Frantic Fishing

It’s time to join the crew of an Atlantic fishing trawler. In these waters 
you’ll be trying to catch one type of linguistic fish, the real word fish. 
There is another type known as the nonsense fish which you will need 
to throw back into the sea. As a crew member is to sort the fish you 
catch. Be wary of junk floating in the sea and keep your eye out for 
any treasure you may find. Prepare yourself for some frantic fishing!

This flight simulator will not only test your flying prowess but your 
mental arithmetic. You need to fly through correct answer rings in 
order to gain points.

Flight Math

Welcome to the Food Factory; the first factory of its kind to use 
artificial intelligence. We take pride in making the finest cuisine in the 
land. Unfortunately the machines have a tendency to break. As our 
new employee you need to make sure ingredients go in the cooker 
and broken machine parts go in the furnace. No one wants a rivet 
burger after all!    

Food Factory

Speed & Time

Multiplication & Times 
Tables

Recipies & Ingredients

Shapes, Metals, Food,
Energy, Acids & Alkalis

Nonsense Words

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:
Maths

Science

Science
Subject/s:

Maths
Subject/s:

English
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
Food Studies

Food Studies
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Game On Darts

Get ready to play some darts. You can play three different game types 
which are target score, countdown and blackout. In target score you 
need to reach a certain score in as few darts as possible. In 
countdown you need to get from a score to zero in as few darts as 
possible. In blackout you need to reach a target score in as few darts 
as possible but you can’t use a section more than once.

Hook A Duck

Roll up, roll up! Test your skills in this all time classic carnival game. 
Answer questions to gain hooks then hook up as many targets as 
possible.

Hole Shapes

Is it possible to get a square peg in a round hole? It is in Hole Shapes. 
You need to try and alter shapes so that they will fit into particular 
holes. Use a calculator to increase and decrease the number of sides 
on the shapes. Be careful though as some of the buttons have a habit 
of going missing.

Welcome to the articulate artillery. Your job is to fix linguistic problems 
using nothing more than your brain and a fifty pound grammar cannon. 
You need to modify rotten sentences by blowing away the incorrect 
grammar and replacing it with the correct amendments. Good luck.

Grammar Cannon

It’s time to go fishing. In these linguistically charted waters there are a 
number of weird and wonderful fish ready to be caught by the 
experienced fisherman. Such fish include the Noun Trout, the Verb 
Turbot and the Adjective Cod. Catch as many specific fish as possible 
within the allotted time whilst avoiding dangers such as sharks and 
sea mines. You may need a bigger boat!   

Hooked

Grammar

Verbs, Nouns & 
Adjectives

Multiple Topics

Shapes, Subtraction, 
Addition, Division & 
Multiplication

Subtraction, Addition & 
Multiplication

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Maths

Maths
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

English

English

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Infection

Infection is a fast paced defence game. It is time to delve deep into 
the digital data stream. You are a sophisticated antivirus tasked with 
protecting your computer system from dangerous and malicious 
viruses. You will need to assess if files, programs or software are safe 
to allow into your system. Defend your system and make sure you 
don’t become infected!

Javelin Thrower

As an athlete you need to train your mind as well as your body. In this 
game you will be practising your javelin throwing skills. Try and throw
javelins as far you can whilst taking into account power and wind. You 
will also need to estimate how far you have thrown your projectile in 
order to gain points. It’s time to throw, guess and go.

KebabED

Are you hungry? Then come on down to the Kebab Hero. You will 
need to take customer's orders and serve them as quickly as 
possible. Wait for the right ingredients to fall from the 'food shoot' to 
make a correct order. Your shift is not that long so we need lots of 
orders to get served.

Are you still hungry? Then come on down to the KebabED. You will 
need to take customer's orders and serve them as quickly as possible. 
Wait for the right 'ingredients' to fall from the 'food shoot' to make a 
correct order. At KebabED the ingredients are a little strange such as 
flags and shapes. Your shift is not that long so we need lots of orders
to get served.

Kebab Hero

This game will test your foreign linguistics. A flight has just landed at 
ED Airways and the passengers are ready to collect their luggage. 
The passengers are from all over the world and their luggage is 
labelled in their own language. You need to sort it and give it to its 
rightful owner.

Language Luggage

Geography

Oui!

MFL

Distance & Estimation

Flags, Foods & 
Nutrition

Foods

French, Italian, Spanish 
& German

Internet Security &
Viruses

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Science

Food Studies

Food Studies

Maths

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

ICT
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Magically Qwerty

You need to defend your castle walls against the goblin hoards who 
want to steal your gold. Choose a wizard to protect the walls from the 
warty invaders. You need to type out spells correctly and as quickly 
as possible to defeat the enemies. Stop as many as you can before 
you are overwhelmed. Let the light conquer over darkness.

Magnet Mayhem

Welcome to the Rust Recycling facility. At Rust we use a state of the 
art electromagnet to sort the magnetic materials that come through 
our facility. As our magnet operator your task is simply to collect as 
much magnetic material from the warehouse and put it in to our 
recycling smelter. Recycle as much material as you can before the 
magnet's charge is depleted.

Money Matcher

It’s time to test your monetary skills in Money Matcher. Use coins 
and notes to make correct values of money in order to solve a series 
of numerical conundrums.

Meteorite strikes are imminent! Echo is a class five deep space mining 
ship. As a new crew member you must prevent the regular meteorite 
storms from hitting the ship. Answer questions to arm your cannons 
and try to hold back as many waves of meteorites as possible. 

Meteorite Strike

This is a fun and simple adding game. Who needs fingers for counting 
when you can use a colourful set of number blocks? Use your blocks 
to work out as many counting conundrums as possible before the 
timer runs out.

Number Blox

Money, Subtraction, 
Addition, Division & 
Multiplication

Magnetism & Materials

Multiple Topics

Addition

Typing & Spelling

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

English

Maths

Maths

Science

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Pack ‘N’ Go

Supply and demand has never been so demanding! You are in 
charge of a haulage company supplying stock to stores. This is a 
categorising game where you need to order category boxes into 
their correct vehicle. Fill vehicles as quickly as possible with the 
right boxes and get them to the stores before they run out of stock.

Paintball Z

Undead cardboard zombies are terrorising the world and turning 
people into paper pulp. You must use your cunning and wisdom in 
order to survive. Answer questions to gather supplies and paintball 
ammunition. You must survive as many waves of cardboard undead 
as possible or risk being turned into pulp.  

Paperpult

Get ready for some paperpulting fun. Your aim is to knock over the 
sketched fortifications and men using a catapult fashioned from 
every-day stationery. You will have to set up the angle of your shots. 
Try and complete levels using as few shots as possible in order to 
gain more points. All that is left to say is... ready, aim, FIRE!

It’s time to get artistic in this colourful arithmetic based game. Choose 
from a selection of pictures to paint. The paint, however, will not attach 
to the canvas unless you correctly answer a mathematical sum. Grab 
your paint brush and lets 'Paint Sum Pictures'.

Paint Sum Pictures

Assist BA-11 in traversing the codesphere. Unfortunately its 
auto-directional functions have malfunctioned so you will need to code 
its movements yourself. Help it to overcome multiple code layers to 
get to the end node.

Pathode

Geography

Angles

Multiple Topics

Addition & Subtraction

Coding

Shapes, Angles, Flags, 
Foods, Energy, Money,
Energy Sources etc.

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

ICT

Maths

Maths

ScienceMaths
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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PeriscopED

Up periscope! You are a submarine captain and your mission is to 
blow up as many of the enemy positions as possible. Select correct 
coordinates in order to hit the enemy when you fire your torpedoes.

Plot to Plot

In Plot to Plot you will need to try and create shapes by correctly 
completing puzzling plotting problems. Make shapes by correctly 
marking out their coordinates. Try and build as many shapes as 
possible before you run out of time.

Welcome to the ‘Piece of Cake’ patisserie. We pride ourselves in 
making the best custom made cakes that combine a mixture of 
delicious flavours. If you feel like a half blueberry and half coffee cake
or even a quarter chocolate and three quarters candy cake then come 
on down. Our dedicated staff aims to make your unique cake correctly 
to your specifications as quickly as possible. It’s just a piece of cake.

Piece of  Cake

The aim of the game is to shoot the prime number aliens and avoid 
the composite number aliens.

Prime Bandits

Pengo

Help Sketch in his adventure to reach the end of the Page. Navigate 
over dangers and obstacles to reach your destination. 

Shapes

Coordinates

Coordinates

Fractions, Equivalent 
Fractions & Percentages

Prime Numbers

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:
Maths

Maths
Subject/s:

Maths

Maths

Maths

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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Road Hog

You are a pig who has just escaped from the local butchers! 
Unfortunately a busy main road is between you and freedom. The 
aim is to cross the road without being turned into pork chops. You 
need to answer questions correctly in order to do so. But time your 
answers right so you don't get hit by traffic.

Robot Attack

The number droids are invading. Use your numerical annihilation 
cannon to bond your sum ammunition with your foe on a molecular 
level to disintegrate them.  Survive as many ever increasing waves 
as possible.

Shape Mania

Construction of a new building is under way in Shapeopolis and the 
builders require your assistance. Your task is simple; you need to fill 
crates with shape materials that will be used further up the 
construction. Make sure all the shapes you have fit in the crates and 
the lid can fit on, otherwise they can’t be moved and you’ll have a lot 
of angry builders to deal with.

Lets shake, rattle and roll! It's time to see just how good your 
probability skills are. Your aim is to correctly predict the outcome of 
your dice rolls. Try and get as many right in a row to increase your 
score multiplier and to become a rolling rolling ace.

Rolling Rolling

Shape Prints is a basic shape identifying game. You will be given a 
number of pattern blueprints to check. Your task is to identify the 
number of different shapes in the patterns before the prints are moved 
on. Try and get through as many blueprints as possible before the 
time runs out.

Shape Prints

Multiple Topics

Number Bonds

Shapes & Spatial 
Awareness

Probability

Identifying Shapes

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Maths

Maths

Subject/s:

Maths

Maths

Maths

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography Science PE
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Shelved

Who said libraries were boring? This is a quick categorising game 
where you need to place books on to their correct shelves. Place as 
many books as possible within a time limit. 

Shoot the Fruit

Crossbows at the ready! Test your maths skills in this fruit shooting 
game. Your aim is to complete sums by shooting fruits that have the 
answers on them. Get as many answers correct with the available 
bolts. If you are good enough then you may even get the Midas 
touch.

Spelling Bee

In this game you are a bee. You are not just any bee, you're a spelling 
bee. You collect pollen from the spelling sunflower. As a worker bee 
you need to avoid misspelt sunflowers and collect the pollen from the 
correctly spelled ones. This is important as you don't want pollen that 
is going to make substandard honey. The better the pollen, the 
yummier the honey.

It is time to look towards the vast emptiness of space. Using a giant 
satellite telescope you will need to find and identify the many planets 
and moons within our solar system. How much will you discover?

Space Explorer

The work is never done for a busy spelling bee. You collect pollen 
from the spelling sunflowers. In this game there are four spelling 
sunflowers with different words in them and only one is spelled 
correctly. As a spelling bee you need to collect the pollen from the 
right sunflower each time. This is important as you don't want pollen 
that is going to make substandard honey.

Spelling Bee Repollinated

Charts, Energy, Materials,
Energy Sources & Types
of Wave

Spelling

Spelling

Solar System 

Subtraction, Addition, 
Division & Multiplication

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

English

English

Science

Science

Maths

Maths

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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Spell-o-rama

Invented by Dr Lang, the spell-o-rama is the latest in linguistic 
innovations. Use the machine to physically build words correctly. The 
sentence manufacturers are always in need of words for their 
construction teams, so get building!

Spell-o-vision

Dr Lang has been busy building more linguistic inventions. His latest 
is the Spell-o-vision, a machine designed to quicken your mind and 
language skills. As a willing test subject you get to try it out. Your aim 
is to correctly type out what the television is showing you. Try and do 
this for as many images as possible within the time limit.

Tillicious

You are a new employee at the Tillicious super store. Your job is to 
man the till during the busy period in the store. You need to pack 
customer’s shopping and handle their money. You’ll need to hurry to 
get through as many customers as possible before the busy period
finishes.

Welcome fellow adventurer to the Valley of the Kings where fame and 
fortune awaits. An extraordinary new tomb has recently been 
discovered called the Temple of Ra. Strange crystals have been found 
that are key to unlocking more of the tomb which are apparently 
powered by the sun. Use mirrors in tomb to reflect light in a path to 
these ‘sun crystals’ so you can explore the darker depths. 

Temple of  Ra

This is all about balance and precision. The aim is simple: get the ball 
to the end marker. Through a number of challenging levels your 
hand-eye coordination will be greatly tested.

TiltED

Spelling

Money

Shapes & Spatial 
Awareness

Light & Reflection 

Spelling

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Maths

Maths

English

English

Science

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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Train A Mole

Thought that training moles was easy? Well think again. Your job is
to train moles with the aim of improving their intelligence. The moles
will be given a question which they will try and answer using a 
selection of signs. You simply need to select the mole with the 
correct answer. Do this as many times before the timer runs out. 

Triangulate

Hoards of alien triangles have amassed near to earth, threatening its 
survival. You are tasked with getting rid of these creatures. To do so 
you need to create triangular portals around the aliens to evaporate 
them. You will need to make specific triangles that match particular 
triangle species and shapes. Make your planet proud.

Word Comic

Test your English skills in this interactive comic book game. In this 
particular comic the words for the pictures are spelled wrong. As the 
editor, your job is to select the right spellings for the corresponding 
pictures.

Higher or lower and choose your colour. Test your probability skills in 
this prediction card game. Your challenge is to successfully predict 
what type of card (higher or lower, red or black) is going to come next. 

Wild Card

Test your English skills again in this interactive comic book game. In 
this edition there has been a mix up with the pictures and words. The 
words do not have the correct pictures attached to them. As the editor, 
your job is to select the right pictures that correspond to the correct 
words.

Word Comic Picture Plus

Multiple Topics

Word Identification

Word Identification

Probability 

Triangles

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Maths

Maths

English

English

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Geography ScienceMaths PE
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Word Drop

Word Drop is a word based building game. Your aim is to create full 
words using letter blocks that will be falling thick and fast. Make words 
to gain points and clear rows to make room for more letters. Create as 
many words as possible within the given time limit and be careful not 
to let the blocks reach to top of the game grid.

Word Crunch

A simple word game testing your vocabulary and spelling. You are 
given a jumbled word grid and need to identify specific words from it. 
You simply need to clear the grid as quickly as possible.

Word Identification

Word Construction

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

English

English

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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Addus Maximus

It’s time to test your number skills once again at the temple of 
numeracy in Addus Maximus. The temple elders will be testing your 
adding ability. They will give you a target number that you need to 
make using a set of Roman numeral terracotta tiles. Create number 
chains that correctly add up to the target score. Make as many chains 
as you can before you run out of time. 

Factor Fury

Get ready for some factor fury fun. You are a factor destroying node 
that must navigate its way through the numerical ether. Your aim is to 
get rid of numbers that are factors of a target number. Use both your 
maths skills and flying ability to achieve your goals.

Choco Block is a chocolaty numeracy game that puts your fractions 
knowledge to the test. Your aim is to fill as many chocolate 
containers with the right amount of delicious confectionery before 
your run out of time.    

Choco Blocks

Prepare yourself for battle. Lead a tank convoy to push through the 
enemy blockades. Your tanks will be painted with a fraction numbers. 
Your aim is to destroy enemy tanks that are painted with equivalent 
fractions. Our intelligence suggests that these vehicles are the weak 
points in the enemy lines. Good luck soldier! 

Fraction Tanks

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Addition & Roman 
Numerals

Factors

Fractions

Fractions & Equivalent 
Fractions

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:
Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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Mirrored

Flip, mirror and draw in this fantastical pixel space. Lots of shapes are 
symmetrical from squares and triangles to houses and insect. Your 
aim is to find this symmetry through a number of mirroring 
conundrums.  

Prefixing

Prefixing is an English language based game. Your task is a simple
 one. Match prefixes to their counterpart words to build complete 
words. Create as many full words as possible before you run out of 
time.   

Suffix It

Suffix It is an English language based game. Your task is a simple one. 
Match suffixes to their counterpart words to build complete words. 
Create as many full words as possible before you run out of time. 

Welcome to the Sparks Workshop, making circuits since 1903. As a 
trainee electrical engineer we must see if you have what it takes to 
work full time at the Workshop. You will be given specific circuits that 
you need to complete correctly within a given time limit. Complete as 
many as you possibly can to prove your electrical skills.

Short Circuit

The sweet stock exchange is ready for business. 4 of the biggest 
confectionary companies have their stock brokers ready to buy some 
sweet shares. You have the majority of the current shares. Using a 
variety of graphs you need to correctly divide up your shares between 
the 4 major companies. Sell as much as possible and make yourself a 
sweet deal.

Sweet Deal

Symmetry

Suffixes

Charts & Graphs

Circuits

Prefixes

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

Topic/s:

English

English

English

Science

Maths
Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:

Subject/s:
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The following games are now free 
and available at the Google Play Store. 




